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A future filled with hope through

better thinking and learning.

IS COGNITIVE EDUCATION IMPORTANT?

If we live in a that is often , , and , what kindworld today volatile uncertain complex ambiguous

of and do we (and our children) need to create a that is filled withthinking learning skills future

hope?

Rapid and are andtechnological development globalisation shifting business models

disrupting labour markets.

New categories of jobs displace traditionalthat never existed before are starting to many

occupations rising need new skills. These changes are creating a for .

TheWorld Economic Forum (WEF) predicts an average

Amongst the growing demand for new skills, a high premium is placed on specific skills that

can enhance thinking and learning.

like, analytical thinking, creative thinking, critical thinking, reasoning, innovation, active learning

and learning strategies complex problem-solving, and .

Although these skills are gaining prominence and are becoming the of thenew global currency

labour market, the is mostlycurrent education and training system inadequate to equip

individuals for the . and ways are needed to develop thefuture world of work New innovative

skills that are required for the current and future workforce to thrive within a global economy.

of required to do a jobcore skills

effectively will shift in the next four years

of current will needemployees reskilling

and upskilling by 2022

42% 54%

In the WEF's 2022-skills outlook a high premium is placed on cognitive skills

This kind of innovation is especially important for , whose populationdeveloping countries

comprises more than two-thirds of the world's population today. What is at stake is that we fail

to close the gap between the rich and the poor. Thus, how can we optimally develop specific

thinking and learning skills that will unlock a hopeful future for people in the developing world?

Furthermore, how can we develop these cognitive skills in ways that will enhance human

dignity collective wellbeingand uphold our ?

Thus, what are the crossroads we are at appropriate to education and training? Furthermore,

what declaration of possibility can we make that has the power to transform our communities

and inspire us towards a hopeful future? In this regard, the field of Cognitive Education can

make a significant contribution.

IS COGNITIVE EDUCATION?

Cognitive Education specialised field of educationis a that focuses on the development of

cognitive skills.

The , or , refers to a of that take place within theterm range mental actionscognitive cognition

brain during the receiving, processing, storing, and retrieving of information. Cognition

includes many that happen .different brain functions continuously throughout our lives

These mental actions can be enhanced by using cognitive skills. This means that we can teach

our brains how to think better and how to learn better – not only in the classroom but in

every aspect of our lives. The kind of education that provides explicit instruction to help our

minds work more efficiently is called . The goal of cognitive education is tocognitive education

develop individuals into and that can accuratelyautonomous thinkers lifelong learners adapt

and appropriately to the – especially the rapidly changing environment of theenvironment

21st century. Cognitive education is anchored in the that with the right kind ofbelief

instruction and support, the , irrespective of a person'shuman brain can improve and develop

age, background, hereditary or physiological challenges.



DOES IACE ADVANCE

?COGNITIVE EDUCATION

The (IACE) is a Non-Profit OrganisationInstitute for the Advancement of Cognitive Education

that provides to and ; parents,easy access useful theoretically sound resources enabling

practitioners, educators, caregivers, therapists and academics to the andenhance thinking

learning in their careof those . We are deeply committed to helping you to help yourself and

others!

We aspire to achieve this through:

• on the importance of cognitive education;Raising awareness

• to develop better thinking and better learning;Inspiring action

• , in collaboration with subject experts, tools and resources that can be used toDeveloping

enhance thinking and learning for different need-categories;

• rigorous research to advance the field of cognitive education;Encouraging and sharing

• communities of learning amongst parents, practitioners, educators, caregivers,Fostering

therapists and academics to develop cognitive education in different spheres of society;

• with corporate companies, associations, and educational institutions thatCollaborating

advance the development of cognitive skills.

Get on by signing up for atweekly updates free resources free IACE-membership

www.ilearnthinking.org or by visiting our .Facebook-page

VISION, MISSION AND VALUES

VISION
A future filled with hope through better thinking and learning.

MISSION
We provide easy access to useful and theoretically sound information; enabling you to develop

the cognitive skills of those in your care.

VALUES
· Community: We strive to put knowledge in the context of relationships. We value the

developmental power of healthy relationships in communities as the optimal context for

learning, development and success.

· Citizenship: We value the different roles each individual must fulfil to create a thriving society.

We, therefore, strive to enable individuals to lead with stature, to serve society with their

particular knowledge and skills, to relate to others in society on an authentic human level, and

to uphold spiritual, moral and ethical standards accurately.

· Individuation:We value the uniqueness of each person and strive to foster a distinct process of

growth for each through mediated learning experiences.

· Potential:We value the potential of each individual to grow and develop. We believe that with

the right kind of instruction and support, the human brain can improve and develop,

irrespective of a person's age, background, hereditary or physiological challenges.

· Hope: In everything we do we strive to give hope and to unlock the possibility of a thriving

future.
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For more information

Office: +27 (0)83 953 8941

Email: info@ilearnthinking.org

www.ilearnthinking.org @ilearnthinking


